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My background for teaching applied stats

- BA in math, MA Economics, PhD Management Science (2012) (?)

- Started at NTNU HHS in January, “Business Analytics(?)”

- Empirical research in energy markets (mostly)

- Interest in applying Bayesian models

- First time teaching a pure statistics course



About the course

- 3rd year in bachelor

- Previously taught by an adjunct faculty

- Currently an elective


- will be obligatory for new 5-year master program

- Students have had an intro to statistics,  

quantitative/qualitative methodology



Aspirations for applied statistics

- Data literate, statistically literate students

- Using grown-up technology

- Hands-on, learning-by-doing

- Statistics and data analysis as tools for thinking

- Encourage engagement, exploration and independent thinking




Who are business students

- Varied interest/background in quantitative methods/fields

- Varied experience with programming

- Strategic students

- Many balls in the air - jobs, activities (parties on Sunday night!)

- Lingering covid effect/Attendance?




Course Set-Up







Term project
- Students choose theme and data themselves

- Turn in a “lab notebook”: Showing and discussing all steps of analysis 

- Required elements: Intro, descriptive analysis/visualisation, regression  

model with visualisation, diagnostics and discussion of  
causality/underlying mechanisms


- Choose between: Time series analysis, Logistic model/GLM,  
Decision analysis 


- Get an opportunity to turn in a draft for feedback towards end of semester












Examples/Cases



Visualisation













Simulation









Confidence intervals

Bias



<—Fake data

Real data



Fake data after estimation (predictive check)



Inferential uncertainty

Predictive uncertainty Predictive check





Intro to logistic/glm



Bayesian analysis/ 
Decision Analysis





Propogation of uncertainty and decision analysis: Investing in a new wind power farm



Bayesian analysis with MCMC (PYMC3)



Student feedback
Positive: 

- Liked the lab set-up with mini-videos

- Focus on “hands-on” practical applications

- Liked use of programming

- Well structured

- Forced to work throughout the semester (4 assignments)


Negative: 

- Wanted more statistics earlier

- Found it hard to get help (wanted teaching assistants)

- Difficult if not working in a group

- Difficult to understand how the semester project would be evaluated


- How do I get an A??




If I could do it all over again… 

- Term project in groups (of 2)

- teaching assistants

- Be clear about learning period and test period

- More guidance on format, structure of term project

- More guidance on type of data: cross section vs. panel vs. time series


